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Cookies Policy 
 

This Cookies Policy sets out how we, [insert the name of your company or, if you are a sole 

trader, the trading name of your business used on your website], use cookies and similar 

technologies on our website, [insert URL of your website e.g. www.websitename.com] (our 

website). 

We may update this Cookies Policy from time to time in order to keep you fully informed about 

our latest practices involving cookies and similar technologies on our website. You should 

check this Cookies Policy each time you visit our website in order to find out whether our use 

of cookies and similar technologies has changed. The effective date of this Cookies Policy is 

[insert the date when this cookies policy takes effect].1 

We recommend that you print a copy of this Cookies Policy for your records. 
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1 You must insert the effective date of your cookies policy so your users know when your cookies policy takes effect. If you have 

not previously uploaded a cookies policy to your website, or if you are replacing your existing cookies policy with this cookies 

policy, the effective date will be the date when you upload this cookies policy to your website. 
2 When you upload this cookies policy to your website, you should ensure that the titles in this “Contents” section link to the 

relevant headings in the main body of the cookies policy. For instance, the “About cookies” title in this “Contents” section should 

link to the “About cookies” heading in the main body of the cookies policy. 
3 Where you use web beacons, you must disclose this in your privacy policy. Web beacons are GIF files which enable website 

owners to track receipt of marketing emails, how often users view adverts or website pages, users’ locations, IP addresses and 

browser information. If you do not use web beacons, this title can be deleted from the “Contents” section of this cookies policy, 

as can the corresponding clause entitled “Web beacons” in the main body of this cookies policy. However, before deleting these 

provisions, you must be sure that your website and/or email marketing do not use web beacons. If you are unsure about whether 

you use web beacons, you should ask your website developer. 
4 Where you use Facebook Pixel, you must disclose this in your privacy policy. Facebook Pixel is a tracking code which allows 

website owners to track and monitor the success of advertisements they use on Facebook. If you do not use Facebook Pixel, this 

title can be deleted from the “Contents” section of this cookies policy, as can the corresponding clause entitled “Facebook Pixel” 

in the main body of this cookies policy. You should know whether you use Facebook Pixel on your website as you will have had 

to actively install a specific code on your website in order to use it. 

http://gdprprivacypolicy.org/
http://www.dmca.com/ProtectionPro.aspx?affId=aff875cbde
http://www.copyscape.com/
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About cookies 

Cookies are data files that are sent between web servers and web browsers, processor 

memory or hard drives (clients) to recognise a particular user’s device when the user accesses 

a website. They are used for a range of different purposes, such as customising a website for 

a particular user, helping a user navigate a website, improving that user’s website experience, 

and storing that user’s preferences and login information. 

Cookies can be classified as either ‘session’ or ‘persistent’ cookies. Session cookies are 

placed on your browser when you access a website and last for as long as you keep your 

browser open. They expire when you close your browser.  

Persistent cookies are placed on your computer when you access a website and expire at a 

fixed point in time or if you manually delete them from your browser, whichever occurs first. 

Cookies will be set either by our website domain or by third party domains on our behalf. 

Cookies set by us on our website domain are referred to as ‘first party’ cookies. Cookies set 

by third party domains, or set on or via our domain on behalf of third parties, are referred to 

as ‘third party’ cookies. 

Cookies do not usually contain personal information. Cookies may, however, be used in 

combination with other information to identify you. 

 

We use first party [and third party]5 cookies on our website, and both session and persistent 

cookies. 

If you require further information about cookies in general, please visit 

www.allaboutcookies.org 

 

Types of cookies used 

[We use the following types of cookies on our website:]6 

 

Cookie Name Cookie ID Purpose of Cookie 

   

 

                                                           
5 Delete these words if you do not use any third party cookies on your website. If you have not installed any analytics software 

(such as Google Analytics) or third party plugins (such as videos or third party form submission software, such as captchas), it is 

unlikely that you will be using any third party cookies on your website. 
6 Note that there are two approaches for describing the cookies on your site. One approach is to set out the specific cookies using 

the table approach, as per the example table we have included. This is a more technical approach, and unless you are familiar 

with how to work out which cookies your browser uses, you should ask your website developer. The other approach is to describe 

the use of cookies in general terms. Either approach has been approved by the Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO); the 

essential point, however, is that you must make sure that you fully describe the types of cookies used and the purposes for which 

you use them. The ICO recommends the second approach for analytical cookies. We would therefore encourage the second 

option more generally, at least when describing analytical cookies. However, there is no issue with you using both methods should 

you prefer to do so. 

http://gdprprivacypolicy.org/
http://www.dmca.com/ProtectionPro.aspx?affId=aff875cbde
http://www.copyscape.com/
http://www.allaboutcookies.org/
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Essential cookies 

These are cookies which are necessary in order for us to run our website and its essential 

functions. We use essential cookies for the following purposes on our website: 

- to administer our website. 

- to ensure our website functions properly when you interact with it. 

- [for storing information about your shopping cart and the items you have placed in it.] 

- [for processing payments for goods and services you purchase on or via our website.] 

- [for logging into password protected areas or accessing other secure areas of our 

website.] 

- [for remembering information you have inserted in a form on our website.] 

- [include the details of any additional purposes for which you use essential cookies on your 

website.] 

 

Functional cookies 

These are cookies that store information about your preferences and recognise you whenever 

you return to a website, in order to improve your website experience and personalise it for 

you. We use functional cookies for the following purposes on our website: 

- to recognise you when you return to our website. 

- to improve your experience of our website. 

- [to recognise whether you have accepted the use of cookies on our website.] 

- [to recognise the type of browsing device you are using, including your browser and 

browser settings, for the purpose of displaying our website to you in an appropriate 

format.] 

- [to remember the language in which to display our website to you.] 

- [to remember your preferences regarding our website’s appearance.] 

 

END OF SAMPLE. PURCHASE WEBSITE DOCUMENTATION PACKAGE FOR FULL VERSION. 

FULL VERSION IS SUPPLIED AS EDITABLE WORD DOCUMENT (NOT PDF). 
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